
OUR TEAM KNOWS HOW TO WORK TOGETHER.
SO DO OUR DRAFTING TOOLS.

Lexis® for Microsoft Office® helps you dramatically reduce the time needed to draft, review 
and respond to legal documents. You gain the efficiency of seamless access to document 
tools and comprehensive legal resources—from within the Microsoft® Word and Outlook® 
applications you use every day. And the latest version helps you complete outstanding work 
even faster, providing:

Enhanced performance

• Faster action: Now, instantly accept cite format and quote suggestions. 

•  Flexible New York formats: For many New York users, we’ve made citing A.D. reporters easier via  

flexible cite recognition of commonly used court parenthetical formats. And now, these popular formats  

carry over seamlessly into your Table of Authorities. 

•  Progress bar improvements: View detailed status and visual indicators as your document processes  

to know the exact action taking place.

Convenient new integrations 

•  Search your internal document management system from Microsoft Outlook or Word using  

Lexis® Search Advantage integration.

•  Easily download documents to CaseMap® case analysis software, which enables you to centrally  

organize and securely share case facts, issues and research.

        Lexis for Microsoft Office v4.9 upgrade—ready now for you to install.

https://support2.lexisnexis.com/system/selfservice.controller?CONFIGURATION=1059&PARTITION_ID=1&TIMEZONE_OFFSET=14400000&CMD=VIEW_ARTICLE&ARTICLE_ID=67414&USERTYPE=1


See the new enhancements in action

	  

Search and review internal documents from within Outlook and Word: 

If your firm has Lexis Search Advantage, submit a search such as “subject 

matter jurisdiction,” and your firm’s result will appear with results from your 

document management system.

Download to CaseMap: When you select the Download button,  

you can deliver documents in CaseMap format to analyze along with  

all your other case information.

	  



We couldn’t have done it without you*
Thank you for your incredible 
support and insight.

Flexible New York Formats: Citations in your Table of Authorities preview 

include the “Dep’t” designation if you cite the A.D. reporters and include a 

“Dep’t” designation in the court parenthetical.

	  
Enhanced progress bar: Know the specific action Lexis for Microsoft Office 
is performing on your document.
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For more information visit lexisnexis.com/office  
or call 800-458-5173.

*The National Law Journal® readers 
voted in approximately 70 categories 
for the best providers of services, 
products or education to U.S. law 
firms. Winners were ranked by pure 
popularity among peers—the choice 
with the most votes won. New York 
Law Journal® readers voted in 
approximately 85 categories and 
chose Lexis for Microsoft Office as 
best Table of Authority software 
provider for two years in a row. The 
Reader Rankings are not a scientific 
survey or an editorial analysis. The 
program is administered by the 
sales and marketing teams at ALM®. 
TechnoLawyer® reported on nearly 
200 new products in TL NewsWire 
during 2014. When TL subscribers 
clicked to visit a product’s website 
and learn more, this action counted 
as a vote for that product. These 
clicks were tallied to create the top 
products list.
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